
Introduction

‘Non est finis potencie sic glosantis’ (‘There is no end to the power of
glossing so’), says John Wyclif disapprovingly in his De Apostasia of a
particular interpretation of a biblical passage relating to the Eucharist.1

His statement invokes the twin counters of the following study: ‘power’
and ‘glossing’, ‘authority’ and ‘interpretation’. The ‘text’ to be glossed
or interpreted is of course the Bible. Wyclif, and the heresy which arose
from his dissident thought, placed the notion of an unglossed, indeed
deglossed biblical text at the centre of both academic and popular
politics.2 Such a gesture both was premissed on and implied various
startling radicalisms. Preeminently, it involved the notion of reclama-
tion: the Bible had to be reclaimed from the discourse of glossing.
For Wyclif, this primarily signified a reclamation from contemporary
academia and Church and the hermeneutic practices institutionalised
therein. Equally importantly, such a reclamation would only be the pre-
lude to the liberation of the deglossed text into discourses other than
those traditionally empowered to deal with the Bible, discourses out-
side the institutionally demarcated ones of Church and University with
their attendant mechanisms of control and security. Such a liberation is
simultaneously also a reclamation: this was what Christianity had been
like ‘originally’, the fides antiqua scripture referred to in De Apostasia.3

Indeed, the three elements I have just pointed to are central to the
thought of Wyclif and his later followers: a Bible liberated from a cor-
rupt academia and its associated intellectual practices, as well as its
perceived values and norms; a Bible self-consciously made accessible to
a readership considered – at least theoretically – to be ‘simple’ and un-
learned; the above processes seen as culminating in, indeed constituting,
a return to the lost truths of Christ, of the apostles, and of the ecclesia
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primitiva. Wyclif ’s dissidence therefore has its roots in his alienation
from what he perceived to be the contemporary academic world, and
the place of the Bible in it, and as a result, is in its nature not merely the-
ological, but also methodological. The hermeneutics arising out of his
methodological revisionism forms in its turn the basis for a radical pol-
itics and ecclesiology, and accounts for the dense, if often confused and
self-contradictory, intellectual content of what became a popular heresy.

However, though Wyclif rebelled against the interpretative practices
that he felt characterised the academic milieu of his times, he remained
sufficiently embedded within that milieu to invoke its hermeneutic cate-
gories and use its intellectual tools. Indeed, his rebellion is not predicated
on a simple and facile rejection of the premisses and the superstructures
of contemporary academic study of the Bible. What he instead attempts
is a transformation, a reclamation of even academia from its present cor-
rupt state into what it ideally should be: a devoted handmaiden serving
the Word. As a result, Wyclif ’s thought involves major redefinitions of
inherited intellectual discourses; these, he feels, must be realigned in cor-
rect ways. Lollardy is therefore not just an anti-intellectual heresy advo-
cating a fundamentalist return to the Bible, though anti-intellectualism
does form one of its major facets; it is equally an intellectual heresy strug-
gling to come to terms with some of the most crucial late-medieval issues
relating to the place of the intellect in the domain of faith,4 issues most
problematically highlighted in the context of the logical study of God.5

One therefore recognises in the often exhilarating novelties of
Wyclif ’s thought, and of that of his followers, some conceptual po-
larities of the most venerable Christian pedigree: reason and authority,
scientia and sapientia, Aristotle and Augustine, Scripture and Tradition,
philosophy and theology, logic and rhetoric, learning and revelation.
These binaries come to the surface recurrently, and are subjected, in
Lollard writings, to almost ceaseless redefinitions and reconfigurations
in response to polemical and philosophical exigencies. In the works of
those arguing against Lollardy – and these are given equal attention in
the pages that follow – the reconfigurations are undertaken preeminently
to confront the unprecedented Lollard achievement of converting into
popular vernacular currency ideas traditionally confined to an academic
Latinate mint.6 It is in such reconfigurations and in the context – in-
tellectual, political, ecclesiological – underlying them that much of the
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interest of the Wycliffite heresy lies. The following study accordingly
finds its focus in a primarily synchronic vision of political and intellectual
interaction, in which the importance of texts and ideas lies more in their
engagement with one another, than in their individual diachronic histo-
ries. Indeed, it is one of my major contentions that the works produced
in and around the Lollard heresy can be most illuminatingly studied
when one gives conceptual centrality to the ongoing dialogue in which
they participate. Instead of tracing intellectual genealogies – which in
any case must necessarily remain dubious, given the state of our present
knowledge of fourteenth-century hermeneutics after Ockham and be-
fore Wyclif – I have traced the outlines of a dialogue and its underlying
ideological motivations. A history of textual interpretation cannot be
isolated from a history of interpreters and their extra-textual aims, and
the institutional and cultural contexts within which they operate.

For the purposes of a study of the Lollard heresy in its hermeneu-
tic aspects, the central institutional context is provided by medieval
academia in general, and more specifically, by Oxford University and
its intellectual practices. One must of course begin with an acknowl-
edgement of the immense diversity – in terms both of contents and of
methodologies – of what we describe as late scholasticism, and of the
consequent danger of hasty if attractive generalisations. Phillipe Buc has
recently argued for an awareness of the polysemy of medieval clerical
discourse, and its internal tensions and contradictions: ‘La polysémie
des éléments du discours clérical rend possible une propagande poli-
tique présentant à chacun ce qu’il voulait entendre . . . Fonction d’un
réel manque d’unanimité, la polysémie pouvait toujours se résoudre en
ses éléments affrontés’ (‘The polysemy of the elements of clerical dis-
course made possible political propaganda allowing each to think what
he wished . . . The effect of a genuine absence of unanimity, such poly-
semy could always resolve itself into its conflicting elements’).7 Buc also
argues against the notion of a monolithic clerical discourse providing
absolutist ideological control.8 The Lollard heresy needs to be placed
against such a background of richly conflicting discursive traditions, as
one of its primary polemical – one might even say existential – emphases
was directed precisely against this perceived conflictual nature of con-
temporary academia. Indeed, it is a perception of fragmentation and
ideological conflict which forms the core of Lollardy’s own generalising
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vision of the medieval university and its discursive practices. The im-
plications of such fragmentation and conflict for the study and, more
importantly, for the uses of the Bible, are felt to be profoundly nega-
tive and constitutive of an effective eclipse of all that the Word of God
should stand for. It is therefore no surprise that one of the major thrusts of
Lollard anti-academic polemic should be directed against those medieval
intellectual traditions which are inseparable from conflict: preeminently,
those relating to dialectic, rhetoric and the associated uses of the Bible.

Dialectic had always been a problematic methodology. St Augustine
saw in it ‘une arme victorieuse contre toutes les cavillations des
hérétiques’ (‘a victorious weapon against all heretical sophistries’), but it
turned out to be a two-edged weapon, and as early as the eleventh cen-
tury there were protests against its indiscriminate and impertinent use.9

Though in theory dialectic, and the disputational methodologies ac-
companying it, were meant to lead to the establishment and elucidation
of ‘truth’, in practice it had assumed a rather different form:

the disputations . . . became more and more an exercise of dialectical
skill for its own sake and less and less a method of presenting and
reconciling diverse opinions on a topic of substantial import . . . There
is a certain tension between the medieval ideal of ‘demonstrative’
science as a system of proofs deducing conclusions by ordered steps
from first principles, and the actual forms of doctrinal disputation.
The arguments adduced in a disputation have an almost fortuitous
character and are certainly not always demonstrative. Their aim is
principally to persuade the opponent.1 0

The interpenetration of the discourse of ‘truth’ (theoretically the
province of dialectic) and of that of persuasion (theoretically the
province of rhetoric) signalled in the above quotation was recognised
and built into the disputative structures of medieval academia,1 1 and
occasioned the running criticism of ‘sophistry’1 2 (a criticism, we may
note, which is almost a refrain in Lollard writings). Palémon Glorieux
describes the background to this rhetorical quality of medieval disputa-
tion in a passage which bears quotation at length:

Dans ces disputes quodlibétiques en effet l’homme entier se trouvait
intéressé: il y venait avec son tempérament, ses ambitions, ses travers,
ses qualités; il y apportait sa personnalité scientifique avec ses ani-
mosités, ses décisions, ses préventions. Les débats . . . ne demeuraient
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pas . . . dans les hautes sphères de la spéculation; ils abordaient presque
infailliblement les questions d’actualité, provoquant par le fait toute
une série d’actions et de réactions chez ces hommes qui vivent avide-
ment la vie de leur milieu . . . le polémiste en particulier se laissera très
vite entrevoir; la rapidité de pensée, la précision des idées présentées,
la netteté dans les positions adoptées trahiront l’entraı̂nement intel-
lectuel et les qualités d’exposition.1 3

The entire man was involved in these quodlibetic disputes: with his
temperament, his ambitions, his failings as well as his qualities. He
brought to them his scientific personality with its animosities, its
determinations and its prejudices. The debates were not confined
to high spheres of speculation; they dealt, almost unfailingly, with
questions of current interest, thereby provoking a succession of actions
and reactions among men who lived the life of their milieu avidly. In
particular, the polemicist would reveal himself most quickly [in such
debates]; the rapidity of thought, the precision of the ideas presented
and the clarity of the positions adopted would betray intellectual
training and qualities of exposition.

As we shall see in the following chapters, for Wyclif and the Lollards,
contemporary scholastic endeavour is reduced to a sterile game of
vanity and power premissed on the methodologies described above
by Kenny and Glorieux. Most disturbing for them was the extent to
which the Bible was implicated in such an academic milieu with its
self-conscious accommodation of interested readings and ‘distortions’
of the sacred text.1 4 In attempting to confront such received uses of
the Bible, Lollardy was of course taking on not just the disputative
practices of medieval academia and the place of the Bible within such
practices, but more generally, received notions of textual auctoritas and
of accepted uses of biblical exegesis.

Marie-Dominique Chenu has acutely pointed out that ‘la “scolas-
tique” commence dans la manipulation des dossiers que le théologien
a rassemblés’ (‘“scholasticism” began with the manipulation of dossiers
assembled by the theologian’).1 5 Textual auctoritas is above all a ques-
tion of manipulation: biblical and other ‘authoritative’ passages pro-
vide an occasion for an interested, reinventive hermeneutics which
can be rhetorical (when affective or persuasive) or dialectical (when
argumentative, confrontational or ludic), or both.1 6 Roland Barthes de-
scribes this hermeneutics as a process wherein the ‘authoritative’ text is
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‘used, and in a sense managed, like reinvested capital’,1 7 a modern ver-
sion of Alan of Lille’s celebrated aperçu that ‘an authority has a wax nose,
which means it can be bent into taking on different meanings’.1 8 A cul-
turally central text which also happens to be the product of ancient, and
very different, milieux must necessarily be reinvented to accommodate
later needs; however, what is extraordinary about medieval academic
discourses is the extent to which this process of reinvention is acknowl-
edged and worked into the very fabric of highly self-conscious exegetical
mentalités.1 9 Such an acknowledgement gives rise to its own peculiar
tensions: sceptical awarenesses of various orders coexist with equally
varied rationalisations of biblical reinvention in liaisons of greater or
lesser happiness. But one must stress the happiness, and if one allows
oneself a single generalisation about ‘medieval scholasticism’, it would
be one that would stress the working accommodation of contradiction
and conflict within an intellectual framework which is at ease with, and
indeed valorises – one might almost say finds its raison d’être in – the
notion of dialogue. Alain de Libera underlines its importance; after a
discussion of humanist mockery of the perceived medieval predilection
for disputation, he adds: ‘la charge humaniste touche juste sur un point
proprement médiéval: la pensée ‘universitaire’ est une pensée agonis-
tique, la loi de la discussion s’impose à tous’ (‘the humanist accusation
precisely touched on one properly medieval point: “university-thought”
was agonistic, for the discursive imperative imposed itself on all’).20

The agon of medieval academia finds its institutionally sanctioned
expression not only in the disputative methodologies so central to its
functioning,21 but also, as I pointed out above, in one of its most im-
portant intellectual tools: the exegesis of ‘authoritative’ texts, preemi-
nently that of the Bible. Textual ‘authority’ exists in a relationship of
dialogue with the interpreter: a source-‘authority’, seen as the reposi-
tory of value, is ceaselessly reinvented through a process of hermeneutic
supplementation.22 The medieval vocabulary for this process is varied:
the verbs commonly used are adaptare, applicare, supplere.23 Such sup-
plementary readings are theoretically acceptable when the text in ques-
tion is the Bible, because of its status as the Word of God, infinite in
signification.24 In practical terms, such hermeneutic strategies began
with early Christian apologetics, and therefore retained, for later ages,
patristic sanction.25
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The basic tension in Christianity as the evolving religion of a (con-
stantly reinterpreted) text – a tension between source and supplement,
between the divine Word and human glossing – assumes overt promi-
nence in self-conscious academic textual discourses which are centred
around reading and exegesis. In particular, ‘correct’ modes of the study
of the Bible came to be a charged area of debate in the fourteenth
century, with a perceived falling-off from dedicated, properly oriented
biblical studies, into extraneous vanities.26 Lollardy therefore seeks to
restore the Bible to the position of centrality that is its due, and finds one
of its primary concerns in the notion of ‘right’ reading. As a result, its
fundamental anxiety is, in general terms, about the threat of discourses
based on biblical studies suffocating the text they are in theory meant
to elucidate, and specifically, about the threat of the realm of ‘glossing’
taking over the realm of the ‘text’. Evidently, such a disjunction implies
a positivistic, essentialist notion of the ‘text’ and its possible meanings.
An important conceptual polarity in Wycliffite writing – one that I
choose as a governing paradigm for the following study – therefore op-
poses a dialogic, interested and, by implication, corrupt ‘glossatorial’
hermeneutics institutionalised in Church and University, to a (in the-
ory) monologic apprehension of the divine mind through a transparent
‘open’ text. Such a vision is necessarily a chimera, but that is beside the
point. What is important is that Lollardy finds its self-definition in the
notion of disinterested reading, which in Lollard theory is identified
with reading in accordance with God’s intention. One of its central
polemical thrusts is therefore in the direction of a denial of the in-
evitable dialogism of hermeneutics; indeed, as we shall see, much of
Wyclif ’s own thought and that of his followers is actively uneasy with
the very notion of a systematic textual hermeneutics, and all that it
implies.

Wycliffism’s theoretical postulation of an ‘open’ biblical text which
offers meanings to readers both within and without sanctioned dis-
courses of Church and University, meanings which are essentially those
informing Christ’s teachings and the ecclesia primitiva, necessitates an
engagement with some of the inherited Gordian knots of the academic
study of the Bible.27 For Lollardy, as I pointed out earlier, is not pred-
icated on an outright rejection of the academic superstructures of the
study of the Bible. Instead, its affinity to a theoretical monologism
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results in a tormented involvement with received intellectual categories
and methodological dichotomies.

One of the most important of these relates to the traditional polari-
sation of the two kinds of knowledge of the Bible: scientia and sapientia.
As Tullio Gregory has pointed out, the terms are subject to a variety of
conflicting uses, in a manner going back to Augustine.28 In this study,
however, I will be using scientia to designate the academic, philological
study of the Bible, involving, roughly, the following elements: a knowl-
edge or at least an awareness of the importance of Greek and Hebrew,
close rationalist attention to the text, a reliance on context to clarify du-
bious points of interpretation, an awareness of the centrality of textual
criticism, an acknowledgement of the different cultural circumstances
in which the Bible was written and compiled. Sapientia involves a non-
or supra-rational apprehension of divine meaning, perhaps as a result of
direct inspiration from the Holy Ghost, and aligns itself with tradition
and authority rather than with reason.29 While scientia stresses the in-
tellectually accessible aspects of biblical language, sapientia emphasises
its abiding opacity and mystery. Though Wyclif and the Lollards use
the actual terms in a variety of ways, the polarisation I have sought to
underline is central to their thought. I will therefore use the words in
the rather schematised senses outlined above as a convenient conceptual
tool to clarify certain recurring motifs in the writings of the Lollards
and their antagonists.

Sapientia, as I pointed out above, aligns itself with authority and tra-
dition. In this scheme of things, relevant textual meaning is the product
of much more than the text. The exegete must take into account what
Heiko Oberman calls Tradition i: Tradition as the history of scriptural
interpretation.30 A crux of Lollard polemic therefore consists in the de-
termination of the extent to which ‘Tradition’ is acceptable as a valid
means of determining biblical meaning. As with the Lollard treatment
of the scientia-sapientia dichotomy, there is much variety in their han-
dling of the notion of ‘Tradition’. One comes across the entire range
of opinions from Wyclif, who had a stated predilection for early tradi-
tion and biblical commentaries from the first millennium after Christ, to
later followers such as Anne Hudson describes, who considered even the
exegesis of the four major Fathers as ‘glossatorial’ and corrupt.3 1 How-
ever, though there is much difference of opinion within the Lollard camp
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regarding the precise limits of acceptable early exegetical tradition, there
is a general emphasis on the rejection of contemporary glossing, and on
the need to go back to the originalia of the Fathers. The positivist histo-
riography underlying such a ‘back to the fons religionis’ approach, and
the implied vision of the ‘essence’ of Christianity is only another aspect
of what I have described as Lollard monologism. The contrasting dia-
logic approach to tradition is well described by Joseph de Ghellinck in
the course of his explanation of why, despite the availability of the
works of the early Fathers, ‘on voit la grande majorité des auteurs,
S. Thomas excepté et quelques autres, se contenter habituellement des
textes patristiques fournis par ces trois séries de recueils, les Quatuor
Libri Sententiarum de Pierre Lombard, la Concordia de Gratien . . . et la
Glossa Ordinaria’ (‘the great majority of authors, excepting St Thomas
and some others, is seen habitually to be satisfied with patristic texts
provided by these three anthologies, Peter Lombard’s Quatuor Libri
Sententiarum, Gratian’s Concordia . . . and the Glossa Ordinaria).32 De
Ghellinck proceeds to explain ‘cette espèce d’insouciance’ (‘this kind of
carelessness’), this avoidance of ‘la question du passé’ (‘the question of
the past’) in the tranquil possession of tradition:

Cela est dû à la manière dont on concevait l’argument de tradi-
tion ou d’autorité. Car, sans être nullement synonymes en théorie,
les deux genres d’arguments se confondaient concrètement. C’est
là croyons-nous que réside le vrai motif de cette apparente pénurie
de l’argument patristique. Comme on l’a fait remarquer plus haut,
l’on avait conscience de vivre de la tradition. Mais ce n’était pas di-
rectement à la tradition qu’en appelait l’argumentation technique,
mais plutôt à une ‘auctoritas’, prise sans doute à un représentant de
cette tradition . . . il [the authoritative author] est envisagé comme
dépositaire des mêmes prérogatives que les autres auteurs admis au
rang d’auctoritates.3 3

It was due to the way in which arguments from tradition or from
authority were conceived of. For, without being at all synonymous
in theory, the two kinds of argument became mixed in actuality. It
is here that the true reason behind the evident poverty of patristic
argument lies. As we have noted earlier, one was conscious of living
from tradition. But technical argumentation did not directly invoke
‘tradition’ but rather an ‘authority’, taken doubtless from a represen-
tative of this tradition . . . [The authoritative author] was envisaged as
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a repository of the same prerogatives as the other authors admitted to
the rank of ‘authorities’.

De Ghellinck clarifies the intimacy of arguments from authority and
arguments from tradition: both are seen to be changing and developing
through time, and not historically resident at one particular moment
which must therefore be recovered without adulteration or indeed inter-
pretation. ‘Authority’ and ‘Tradition’ are dialogic – waxen-nosed, if one
demands a sceptical formulation – and adapt themselves to changing
circumstances and requirements.34 This received approach to ‘Tradi-
tion’ implies an acknowledgement of the dependence of relevant biblical
meanings on extra-textual imperatives operating within time and his-
torical processes. Lollard thought categorically denies this dependence.
As we shall see, the idea of a supernal Bible which is independent of the
temporal and yet incorporates all that is spiritually relevant to the tem-
poral, necessitates a troubled and recurrent Lollard engagement with
the authority of ‘Tradition’.

A fundamental problematic underlying Lollardy’s ambiguous re-
sponse to ‘Tradition’ is its Augustinianism. The role played by the works
of St Augustine in late-medieval thought is still imperfectly studied, but
there can be no doubt that it was a major one.3 5 Augustine’s hermeneu-
tic writings were peculiarly problematic. They had been written at a
time when the very nature of the new faith was being defined against
various opponents, and as a result, apologetics or polemics is central
to their significance.36 Augustine’s exegesis therefore incorporates var-
ious, often conflicting elements; most important for our purposes is
his equal emphasis on the study of the biblical text for a proper un-
derstanding of it (and the associated valorisation of rhetoric and dia-
lectic), and on the importance of a correct ordering of one’s inner life
for the right apprehension of biblical meanings. The biblical text, in
Augustinian hermeneutics, is both centrally important and displaced.
As Brian Stock has pointed out, ‘The final lesson of Augustine’s educa-
tion as a reader is that nothing is learnt from reading itself ’.37 One of the
most important conceptual loci of Augustine is therefore not scripture
but caritas. Readings are right only in so far as they lead to caritas, and
indeed, if one possesses caritas, one does not even need the scriptural
text.38 The definition of caritas, which is both extra-textual and crucially
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